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Decision 2006
Voting intentions

Q: If a federal election were held tomorrow, which party would you vote for?

Breakdown by region...

Conservative

by gender...
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NDP

Bloc Québécois

Green Party
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BATTLE

Tories
thrilled
with surge
in Quebec
But support might
not mean seats,
analysts say
Bloc officials see
gains due to split
of federalist vote

speech in Quebec at the beginning of the campaign, when he
talked about Quebec playing a
role in international forums like
UNESCO, and the commitment
to address what Quebecers call
“the fiscal imbalance.”
But the effect of this increase
in Conservative support is not
clear.
Université de Sherbrooke poGRAHAM FRASER
litical scientist Jean-Herman
NATIONAL AFFAIRS WRITER
Guay said the Conservatives do
MONTREAL— A Conservative not have an organization in
surge in the polls in Quebec has Quebec to deliver that vote. Unileft Tories pinching themselves versité de Montréal political sciand Bloc Québécois activists de- entist Pierre Martin said the Tolighted.
ry surge could hurt the Bloc.
An EKOS Research Associates
“Between 15 and 20 per cent
poll conducted for the Star and (for the Conservatives) is posLa Presse reveals the Conserva- sible,” he said, pointing to a
tives with support of 20 per cent group that he called “angry fedof respondents and the Liberals eralists” who have swung to the
with 21 per cent. The Bloc Qué- Bloc.
bécois was far ahead with 45 per
“It is a protest vote,” he said.
cent support — but below its “These people may say that they
showing in other campaign can vote Conservative and expolls, which have consistently press that protest.”
put the party over 50 per cent.
Similarly, Guay points out that
However, the public opinion the increase in Conservative
analysts warn that the Tory sup- support, even if only a few perport may not translate into a centage points, may prevent the
breakthrough in terms of seats. Bloc from breaking through the
“Paradoxically, because the 50 per cent barrier that Gilles
Conservatives are carving their Duceppe has set as his goal.
support mainly out of the BQ’s
However, Bloc campaigners
hide, the result of their im- read the figures differently, and
proved performance could be to calculate that this will split the
give the Liberals a chance to federalist vote and that a vote
translate their own support into for the Conservatives is a vote
seats in ridings where the Bloc the Liberals don’t get.
was beginning to get away from
“It helps,” said Farouk Karim,
who was a Parti Québécois candidate in the
‘Something about the
Outremont by-elecConservative message is
tion in December and
is now campaigning for
catching on in Quebec.’
Bloc
candidate
Antonia Maioni, political scientist
Jacques Léonard.
He argues that any inthem,” the EKOS analysts write. creased support for the ConserHowever, the fact that the vatives in some key Montreal
Conservatives are very weak on ridings — and in ridings off the
the island of Montreal, as the island of Montreal — will be at
EKOS poll confirms, makes this the expense of the Liberals.
less likely.
Harper has been visiting QueIn the 2004 election, the Bloc bec regularly in this campaign.
won 48.9 per cent of the Quebec
There are two strategic reavote, the Liberals 33.9 per cent sons for the Conservatives to
and the Conservatives 8.8 per emphasize their campaign in
cent. The New Democratic Par- Quebec.
ty had 4.6 per cent.
The first is to look beyond this
Michael Fortier, co-chairman election to the next one.
of the Conservative campaign,
If the Conservatives form a miwas very cautious about the poll nority government with little or
results, but said that the party is no support from Quebec, they
doing much better than it has will have drawn attention to
done for a long time.
strong candidates who will be in
“We’ve clearly caught people’s a better position to win seats in a
attention,” he said, arguing that subsequent election.
in 2004, Quebec voters did not
This was the pattern in 1957,
know Tory Leader Stephen when Progressive Conservative
Harper.
Leader John Diefenbaker won a
“If you were for one second to minority government with little
believe this (poll result), Ste- support in Quebec — and then
phen Harper is not doing so bad- won 50 seats in Quebec when he
ly with Quebecers,” he said. “Is it formed a majority government
20 per cent? Is it 15 per cent? I in 1958.
don’t know — but it’s not true
“They’re clearly preparing the
that one out of two Quebec vot- terrain,” Maioni said. “They’re
ers want a Bloc MP in Ottawa.”
laying the groundwork for next
The EKOS poll was based on a time.”
sample size of 519 in Quebec,
Fortier acknowledges that it
which produces a margin of er- will take more than one election
ror of plus or minus 4.3 per cent. to have a significant breakThe poll was conducted Jan. 3 to through.
Jan. 5.
“Win, lose or draw, we now
Political scientist Antonia have a solid base on which to
Maioni of McGill’s Institute for build — and I think it will be win
the Study of Canada agreed that — and next time win bigger,” he
the party has had an impact in said.
this campaign.
“Having zero MPs means
“Something about the Conser- there’s only one way to go. But
vative message is catching on in absolutely, in my mind, it’s a
Quebec,” she said.
two-step approach.”
“I’m not sure that it will transThe other, more subtle stratelate into seats, but there is some gic goal is to show Ontario votkind of connection.”
ers that Harper is comfortable
She pointed to Harper’s in Quebec.

ANDY CLARK/REUTERS

NDP Leader Jack Layton speaks in Surrey, B.C., yesterday. British Columbia is a key battleground for the New Democrats, especially since a
new poll shows that the party’s support nationally is waffling.

Campaign enters crucial phase
as leaders head into debates
‰

Poll From A1

ernment with 36.7 per cent of
the vote. The Tories had 29.6 per
cent support, and the NDP 15.7
per cent.
Nationally, the new poll indicates NDP support is waffling
and the Tories remain in the ascendancy in Quebec.
The election is in a crucial
phase that will culminate in the
leaders’ debates on Monday and
Tuesday nights.
“This is a volatile stage of the
campaign, this is where things
will start to coalesce,” said
EKOS president Frank Graves.
Despite a slight downturn
from midweek, the Conservatives appear to be holding what
has become a clear advantage
over the Liberals. If the numbers hold, they would be enough
support to give Tory Leader Stephen Harper a minority government.
But the poll also shows that the
electorate remains volatile, and
that Harper’s gains remain tenuous.
“This is far from over . . . but
what it shows is that (Harper)
has managed to elevate his game
beyond being a one-issue, accountability and ethics-driven
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leader,” Graves said.
Harper is seen as a more credible leader than in the past — he
has nosed ahead of Prime Minister Paul Martin as the leader
with the most positive vision of
the country — and while most
voters still foresee a Liberal victory, a growing number are predicting a Conservative minority.
What was a good news week
for the Tories can only be seen as
a deflating turn for the Liberals,
and perhaps more significantly
for the NDP.
According to a series of indicators used to measure the inten-

Stephen Harper government,
which has become less objectionable throughout the rest of
the political spectrum, is just as
anathema in the NDP camp as it
was the last time around,” said
Graves. “They are highly prone
to a Liberal message that ‘We’re
going to have a Conservative
government.’ ”
Though the road ahead for the
NDP remains perilous, the party is the second choice of a plurality of voters, and could still
make gains.
There are also a few glimmers
of hope for the Liberals.
First, the Tory surge
mirrors a mid-camThe poll shows that the
paign swing in the
electorate remains volatile,
2004 election, which
the Liberals won.
and that Harper’s gains
Graves said the Conservative support in
remain tenuous.
Quebec is still rickety,
sity of party allegiances, EKOS and that Martin may be able to
has found that the Liberals and tantalize younger voters with a
the Bloc benefit from the most message that’s heavy on envicommitted voters, while NDP ronment policy — a key policy
supporters are the most likely to issue in Quebec that is also seen
switch parties before election as a Harper weakness.
day.
Given the Liberals’ foot-drag“The NDP has the least sticky ging on the Kyoto protocol on
vote. It’s not that people don’t climate change, the strategy
like what they’re saying, or don’t presents certain risks, but
like Jack Layton . . . the idea of a Graves says it has the potential

to salvage Liberal support
among disengaged younger voters.
On the Tory side of the equation, Graves said crime and ethics, while subsidiary issues, are
gaining importance, and could
provide an opening for further
gains in British Columbia and
Ontario.
Digging down in to the regional
breakdowns, there are indications Tory support is solidifying
in Quebec at the expense of both
the Bloc and the Liberals.
In Quebec, the situation appears to have changed radically
in the last week or so, with Tory
support doubling and surging to
the point where they now lead
the Liberals in the Eastern
Townships — which holds the
party’s best hopes for seats.
While the Tories are now the
second-choice of a growing
number of Quebecers, Graves
cautioned that the province’s
electorate may still be trying the
Tories on for size, and that the
situation could change.
In terms of key issues in the
campaign, health care was listed
as the overwhelming priority,
followed by the environment.
Accountability, crime and the
economy followed.

BELT

Liberals still have support in region
Survey indicates
swing to the right
But in the coffee
shop, ambivalence
GAIL SWAINSON
STAFF REPORTER

Reyes Werner sees no reason to
switch. Neither does Dave the
retired printer.
These 905-belt residents say
they will vote Liberal on Jan. 23,
despite an upswing in Tory fortunes in the region reflected in a
Toronto Star poll this week.
The poll shows the Tories edging ahead in the Liberal-dominated areas around Toronto. In
the 2004 election, Liberals captured 18 of the 23 seats in Peel,

Durham, Halton and York regions, with an average margin of
victory of 21 per cent. Conservatives won the remaining five.
The latest poll, conducted by
EKOS Research Associates for
the Star and La Presse, suggests
the Conservatives are favoured
by 41 per cent of 905-area voters, with 37 per cent for the Liberals and 20 for the NDP.
But informal conversations
with seven voters yesterday in
Richmond Hill and Vaughan
turned up only one unshakeable
Tory supporter. Mortgage broker Don Vanbodegom says he always has and always will vote
Conservative.
“I like the things the Tories
stand for,” Vanbodegom said as
he sipped coffee in a Vaughan
Tim Hortons shop.

He agreed with companion
Catherine, a Toronto developer,
that leader Stephen Harper was
driving away voters. “I think
more people would vote Conservative if the leader was Peter
MacKay,” he said.
Catherine, who wouldn’t give
her last name, said she is a disaffected Tory voter who will
swing back as soon as the Conservatives ditch their current
leader. “There’s something
about Harper. I just don’t trust
him and I don’t know why,” she
said. “The last Tory leader I really liked was Mike Harris.”
Dave, a retired printer who
lives in Richmond Hill, generally thinks of himself as a Conservative but said he’ll probably
vote Liberal “because I really
like Martin.” He didn’t want to

give his last name because “then
everyone will know how I vote.”
“The Liberal party isn’t as good
as Martin, but I believe he can
change things around,” he added. “I just don’t like Harper.”
Werner, a confirmed Liberal
voter, agreed her party of choice
“has made mistakes.”
But “I like their policies on
health care and education and I
like the way Martin has responded to issues of violence in
the city,” said the early childhood educator from Maple.
NDP supporter Julius Olajos, a
Richmond Hill engineer, said he
cast his vote strategically last
time, voting Liberal to help shut
out the Tories. Not this time.
“I just don’t think the Liberals
have offered us anything of any
real social value,” said Olajos.

